Using PACJacket bubble rolls instead of Kraft bubble mailers in corrugated boxes:

- Saves **4,822 lbs of corrugated boxes** which is the equivalent of **38 trees**
- Saves **200 lbs of paper** release liners from filling our landfills
- Saves **125 lbs of glue** from entering our waste stream
- Potentially saves **185 gallons of diesel fuel** as well as the carbon that would be released

**ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT**

**COMPARISON**

- One truck load of PACJacket3 bubble rolls is equivalent to 2.05 truck loads of Kraft Bubble Mailers in corrugated boxes
- PACJacket3 bubble rolls can be recycled – Kraft bubble mailers cannot
- Warehouse savings: 23.3 fewer pallets to store (341 sq ft saved)

**Kraft Mailers**

- Kraft bubble mailers #5 (10.5” x 15.25”)
  - 100 mailers per corrugated box
  - x 24 corrugated boxes per pallet
  - x 26 pallets
  - = 624 boxes per truck
  - = 62,400 mailers per truck

**PACJacket3**

- PACJacket bubble film roll (30.75” x 1450’)
  - to make 10.5” x 15.25” poly bubble mailers
  - 3 rolls per pallet
  - x 30 pallets
  - = 90 rolls per truck
  - = 1420 bags per roll
  - = **127,837 bags per truck**